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Mad Tea Party
1.  As I walked through the site I felt…. 

2.  What stood out for me was…. 

3.  What I hope could happen for this site is…. 

4.  A big opportunity I see for us as an Advisory group is… 
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Community Survey Results
McLaren Vale & Districts 

War Memorial Hospital Advisory Group



The Community Survey was undertaken in October / November 2023. It sought to understand two 
key things. 

1. Process - How the community wants Kalyra to work with them regarding the site. 

2. Views on the site - What elements of the Hospital site are important to them and why? 

The process was promoted via paid advertising in the Fleurieu Sun, an article in the Fleurieu Sun, via 
social media, promotion to Kalyra residents and via direct promotion to the Hospital Board 
Membership.

125 people responded to the survey. 

About Community Survey 



What is most important to people about the site?

Top 3, No1’s were
 

1. GP Wellbeing Clinic - 48 people
 
2. Supporting community facilities 
– 21 people 

3. History of the site – 17 people



Why is GP Wellbeing Clinic important? 

People who identified “GP wellbeing” as the most important element of the 
site, provide the following reasoning. In order - 

1. Community is expanding and aging –Community is already seeing shortages in GP’s. 

2. The GP’s at this clinic are excellent – offer diverse services that are needed. 

3. “This is my GP surgery and I want to keep it”.

4. Accessibility is good – this is central location for GP.

5. Takes pressure off hospital in Noarlunga. 

6. Historically this site has been used for healthcare. 

“The district is forever expanding, 
and without this service many 

people with health issues would 
struggle to be seen in a timely 

manner by a health professional. 
This would ultimately put more 

pressure on the hospital system.”



Why is supporting community facilities important? 

People who identified “supporting community facilities” as the most important element 
of the site, provide the following reasoning. In order- 

1. The site belongs to the community – It should serve the community. 

2. Community services provide wonderful and vital support 

3. Elderly need support. 

4. Builds a sense of community 

5. Fills an important need – there is a lack of infrastructure to support community 

NOTE - Some people interpreted this as meaning – ‘hospital facilities’. 



Why is history of the site important? 

People who identified “the history of the site” as the most important element of the site, 
provide the following reasoning. In order - 

1. Family history - the site has been important for providing health services to 
generations of locals.

2. War memorial – a place to pay honour and respect. 

3. Heritage is important to maintain. 

4. It was a gift to the community. 

5. Beauty of the buildings. “Many people on the Fleurieu, 
young and old, have used and 

loved this hospital over decade.”



Hopes for the McLaren 
Vale Hospital site

Survey respondents hoped that the following would 
be considered priorities for the site. 

1. Health facilities – 52 respondents 

2. Community facilities – 28 respondents 

3. Aged Care, Respite & Palliative care – 20 respondents 

4. Hospital retained or rebuilt- 16 respondents 

5. Allied Health – 7 respondents 

6. Housing – 6 respondents 

7. Maintenance of gardens – 6 respondents

8. Protect buildings – 3 respondents 

I sincerely hope that private developers are 
not allowed to take over this beautiful site. I 

wish for Kalyra to provide excellent services to 
older people, in various forms (eg, medical…). 

Enlarge the kitchen services to include 
nutritious food …eg, a cafe.  Provide 

temporary emergency support... 

Predominately, I’d like to see support in all 
areas for older residents to enable them to 
stay safely in their homes or facilities in this 

community. 



“Health” responses unpacked”

Almost half of the respondents to the Survey prioritised health services for the McLaren Vale Hospital site … 
Respondents indicated that they would like the site to become a “health hub” – including a range of services 
across the preventative, treatment and rehabilitation spectrum, including:  

• Specialists, 

• Allied health, 

• GP’s

• Rehabilitation

• Mental health 

• Pathology 

• Respite 



“Community facilities” unpacked 

28 respondents to the Survey prioritised 
community facilities for the McLaren Vale 
Hospital site. 
The feedback on this issue was generally not specific – with respondents 
just wanting the site to remain an asset for the community, a place which 
benefits the local McLaren Vale community and broader districts. 

Respondents talked about the site always being a place for the 
‘community’ and hence the importance of retaining it for this purpose. 

A couple of people highlighted that because of this, the site should be 
developed collaboratively – with community.

“To get used in a positive way 
for people. Nothing specific 

just something that helps our 
human race.”

“That it can continue to 
contribute to the community 

as it always has.”



“Aged Care, Respite and Palliative Care” unpacked  

20 respondents to the Survey prioritised aged 
care, respite care through to palliative care as 
important services for the site. 
There was a sense in the feedback that the area needs services which 
help people on their return independent living post hospitalisation via 
‘live in’ care facilities which provide supported rehabilitation and respite. 
These facilities could have an aged friendly swimming pool and other 
rehabilitation services that could be available for the broader 
community. 

“A Convalescent home would 
be a major step for post 
hospital.  A step to home 

independence” 

“Palliative care unit … but 
health services of any kind in 

an aging region would be 
beneficial” 



How Kalyra works with the Community 

The most identified methods were – 
1. Information Events 

2. Information via social media 

3. Direct communication via emails 
(and similar)

4. Surveys 

5. Newsletters



Reminder about our role
McLaren Vale & Districts 

War Memorial Hospital Advisory Group



Background
The McLaren Vale & Districts War Memorial Hospital (MV&DWMH) has agreed to transfer the assets and 
undertakings of the Hospital to the James Brown Memorial Trust (Kalyra).

Kalyra intends to continue to use the MV&DWMH site to support the health and housing needs of 
residents of the Fleurieu Peninsula as they age, and respond to the needs of the community on the site.

To help achieve this, Kalyra is embarking on a process of co-design and deliberative engagement which 
involves bringing together the community and key stakeholders to design how they will work together 
before the co-design process begins.

To assist in this, they are establishing this McLaren Vale Hospital Site Advisory Group (the Advisory 
Group).

The Advisory Group will be a key bridge between the community and Kalyra as they plan the 
future of the site. In addition to this, the Advisory Group will be central to establishing the vision 
for the site – ensuring it meets the needs of the McLaren Vale and districts community.

The Advisory Group will be facilitated by independent facilitators democracyCo. 



Our purpose



Our Task…



Community Engagement – 
purpose 

McLaren Vale & Districts 
War Memorial Hospital Advisory Group



In considering the future for this site, Kalyra want to…

• Work together and with the local community, users of the hospital spaces, residents, staff and 
potential future users of the hospital site – to plan its future in the long and short term. 

• Seek to support the agency and autonomy of the local community, our residents and staff - 
and look to support services that the community can design and deliver.  

• Be transparent, open and share information to enable us to work together.

• Work to build social connection and strengthen the community fabric.

• Respect place – respect the history, heritage and environment of the hospital site.

• Pursue a practical approach which is tailored to the community.

• Use and value the knowledge and skills of – hospital staff, Kalyra staff and our residents.



Moving beyond a survey….

A survey is not sufficient to do all of these things!

• We want to understand what many people from the community need – in a way that 
supports the community to consider the best balance of use from the site

• We want to understand what this community are missing out on, or are likely to miss 
out on in the future

• We want to ensure the future use of site ‘feels like’ and ‘looks like’ what the 
community envision

• We want to understand what’s important to retain and those things which we can do 
away with. 

So we need to design an engagement approach that allows us to go broad and deep!



Engagement Design
McLaren Vale & Districts 

War Memorial Hospital Advisory Group



What do we 
want to find 
out from the 
community?

Who do we 
need to 
reach?

How do we 
reach them? 



Vision – 
articulating a 

clear path 
forward

Analysis – 
making 

sense, seeing 
patterns

Outreach – 
understand, 

imagine

Our engagement should have these components… 



Bits & pieces
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